
HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE
Your guide to the hottest styles in eyewear for 

the 2017 holiday season. Visit your local 
Midwest Eye Consultants to shop.

OP 8
43

DVF 5077

CK 5876



FOR HER

DVF - Diane von Furstenberg - 5077

Clear frames are all the rage this holiday 
season! Get on trend with this pair of DVFs.

ProDesign - 1793

Clear frames are all the rage 
this holiday season! Get on 
trend with this pair of DVFs.

Economy - 2007

Go round! A round shape 
on frames is at the top of 
the most wanted list for 

fashion this year.

FOR HIM

CK - Calvin Klein - 5876

There is no shortage of 
color in this year’s men’s 

selection. Check out 
Calvin Klein’s options.

Lacoste - 2239

Matte style and bright 
colored temples will bring 
a new element of style to 

his wardrobe.

Economy - 168

Look dapper in your 
holiday attire by wearing 

this stylish and 
a�ordable frame.
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FOR THE HIP YOUNGSTER

Liberty Sport Rec Specs

Have an active child? This protective eyewear will 
protect against impact. Be sure to check out all 
of the fun colors and designs for girls and boys!

OP 848 - Blueberry Stripe

This colorful, fun option for 
kids will be on the top of 
Santa’s nice list this year!

Crocs Jr 6011

Your girl will stand out in 
this stylish Crocs Jr frame. 

Check out the trendy 
shape and fun colors!

FOR THE SUN
 Ray-Ban - 3016

We have SO many on trend 
options from Ray-Ban, 
including the popular 

clubmaster style. Look for 
the HOT new round 

sunnies as well.

BCBGMAXAZRIA - Indulge

Indulge in this blingy pair 
of sunglasses. Look ultra 
feminine and stand out at 

your holiday parties!

Oakley - 9263

Oakley has some awesome 
options with colored lenses, 

including this men’s pair. 
Available at select locations
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MOST PINNED PAIRS

Michael Kors - 4034

This chic pair of frames is our #1 pinned 
frame on Pinterest for 2017. We can see why!

OGA - 7661

Our most pinned men’s 
frame is so metallic! With 

great detail on the front, this 
pair can go with any look.

OP - 843

Color is the feature on this 
kids frame with delicious 

choices like cotton candy, 
elderberry and grape.



Happy Holidays!


